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NST004: Previous Steps of Development

- Draft at Step 11 was not cleared by EPReSC-2
- Draft was modified and agreed by NSNS and IEC. Presented to EPReSC-3 and cleared
- NSGC considered changes as not relevant to nuclear security, hence it was not necessary to be approved again by NSGC
- Specific “Silence procedure” was applied in NSGC November 2016 meeting
Some comments were raised by NSGC members before NSGC June 2017 meeting

Comments were addressed by NSNS and new draft was proposed by NSGC Scientific Secretary (SS), just some days before EPReSC-4

SS of NSGC, EPReSC Chair and EPReSC SS met and developed new text to address NSGC comments

Draft with this new text was presented to EPReSC-4 and cleared by EPReSC-4
NST004: Recent Steps of Development

- Change of TO for the draft in summer 2017
- End October 2017 sent to SS EPRReSC new draft with modifications done by TO
- This raised questions about the process of development and the content
- Need to understand status of the document after it was cleared by EPRReSC-4
- Clarification from NSGC is expected by end of November (meeting of NSGC)
Thank you!